
The role of the real estate agent is continually changing, and agents need 

to evolve with it. Steve Harney of Keeping Current Matters spoke at our 

annual conference and shared how agents can rise to the challenge and 

become much more than just an average real estate agent.

Beyond the Average Real Estate Agent:
5 Powerful Battle Tips from Steve Harney
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Keep Your Value Proposition Unique

Rebuild Trust with Great Content

What differentiates you from your competition?  It is critical that your value proposition is unique.  People want a 

trusted advisor who understands what’s happening in the market--not someone who sends them cherry pie recipes or 

music trivia.  “My attorney doesn’t send me chocolate chip recipes,” says Harney.  “Because that’s not what they want 

me to believe they are.”  Do you want to be known as the person who could win a game of Jeopardy, or do you want to 

be known as a great agent who can get their house sold?

Every industry faces a great challenge to gain the trust of increasingly wary consumers.  So make sure your content is 

really important, up-to-date, and pertinent.  Content does attract people, but great content attracts a lot of people.  

According to the marketing company Digital Bricks, “Your goal is to have your customers see you as an asset.  You want 

them to view you and your business as an industry leader or expert.  You do this with the content you share and post.”

Always Be Ready to Share the Knowledge 
You Seek
Real estate agents are constantly seeking knowledge, but what are you doing with it?  Every place is a point of 

education--your website, a presentation, even bumping into a parent at your kid’s school.  You should have great 

information ready to share at your fingertips.  When someone asks whether or not they should buy a home, don’t 

just tell them ‘yes.’  Be able to explain to them why now would be the best time to buy.  Your job shouldn’t be to sell 

people, but to educate them.

Think Like a Race Car Driver
Don’t hit the brakes when things appear to be taking a turn. Race car drivers slow as they enter a turn, but hit the 

accelerator as they approach the second half, so they hit the next straightaway at top speed. It’s time to hit the gas 

pedal, to invest more time, energy, and resources into your business. By hitting the turns hard, you will have so much 

of a lead over your competition that by the time they hit the next straightaway, they won’t even be able to see you.



Next Steps:
Check Out More Great Content From BoomTown Unite

Be the Expert who Connects the Dots
In order to provide real value, and really establish trust, you have to provide insights into all the information being 

shared.  Seth Godin refers to all the content out there as “dots.”  “Our job is not to keep giving people more dots. They 

get enough dots searching the Internet. Our job is to connect those dots. Let them understand what that means. Give 

them relevant content that will help them make an informed decision for themselves and their family.”  Show the 

consumers that you are a person who understands what’s happening in the market and can show them where the 

market is headed.

Agents now have more of a responsibility to the consumers to share valuable information, and make sure they are 

educated enough to make a decision.  It’s on real estate professionals to show consumers that you understand and 

can move the market forward.

http://boomtownroi-1.wistia.com/medias/mecpph2gqu


BoomTown is a sales and marketing platform that helps you manage your 

team, close more deals & grow your business. Our software makes it easy 

to attract the right prospects, build relationships, and take the guesswork 

out of data. We’re more than just software though. We’re here at every 

step with tailored training, a stellar support crew, and teams of marketing 

strategists, data scientists, success managers, and engineers to handle all 

your business needs.

We’ve focused solely on real estate since the beginning and know it’s a 

rapidly changing industry. We like the challenge of staying ahead of the 

curve and are passionate about providing tools and know-how to help 

you tackle your weaknesses and show off your strengths. Our clients love 

helping people find their way home and we love helping them do it.

To learn more about BoomTown and how we can help you drive your 

business, visit www.boomtownroi.com
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